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The Vector Spherical Harmonic (VSH) model was originally developed to make the

results of runs of the National Center for Atmospheric Research Thermospheric General

Circulation Model (NCAR-TGCM) more accessible to scientific investigators. The

original VSH model was a pure representation of the output fields of particular model

runs, insofar as no interpolation was performed between model runs.

At the time investigators had problems accessing the output of the NCAR-TGCM f_z

several reasons. The sheer size of the model meant that the only computers that it could

run on at the time were supercomputers such as the Cray 1 at NCAR. This meant that a

special request had to be registered at NCAR to make the model run. But even after thc

model was run, problems occurred because of the size of the output files. Depending on

the length of the run, these could easily reach sizes of hundreds of megabytes, _vcll

beyond the capabilities of most transfer methods that were available in 1985. Even it

they could have been transferred, there would have been considerable difficulties in

storing and accessing these files on the local machines of most investigators.

The VSH model was first developed to solve these problems. By fitting Associated

Legendre Polynomials to the output fields of the TGCM the data storage requirement,

were much reduced. This. in turn. meant that the output fields were much more

accessible than hitherto.

The original VSH coefficients were limited to only three fields: the two component,

of the neutral wind and neutral temperatures. This last field was further limited hx

applying a Bates fit to the vertical. The disadvantage of this approach was that :tll

important attribute of the GCM approach to thermospheric modeling xva,, lob,t: the abi[it\

to consider cases where diffusive equilibrium was not appropriate.

Later it was realized that the VSH model was also capable of being a "'stand-ahmc

model of the thermosphere, provided that suitable interpolations were made betx_ccn

model runs of the TGCM and its later incarnation the Thermosphere/[ono,,phcre Gener,tl

Circulation Model (the TIGCMI. This model was developed, and the problem of the

vertical representation was solved by replacing the Bates fit to the temperature with

vertical splines. A minimal set of basis runs was developed and a ver,;ion of this "'hybrid

VSH model was distributed to the community.

This model provided a good representation of the quiet time thermosphere, but it x_a,

very limited in that the only representation of storm-time condition_, involved _Jr_



extrapolationof theexistingrunsto timesof high geomagnetic activity. Doing this had a

number of weaknesses. The first one is that the auroral oval expands during geomagnetic

storms, and the extrapolation of existing coefficients cannot represent this expansic_n

Second, the thermosphere does not immediately react to geomagnetic storms. There i_, ,_

considerable delay in the density response, in particular, during which the thermospheric

density increases "'ramp up". Similarly, the thermosphere takes time to recover after the

geomagnetic storm has ended. This report describes techniques that have been developed

to provide a better thermospheric representation of these storm conditions. But first the

NCAR-TIGCM and the basic implementation of the VSH model are described.
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2. The NCAR-TIGCM

The NCAR-TIGCM (Thermosphere/Ionosphere General Circulation Model) i_, :t

three-dimensional, time-dependent model of the Earth's neutral upper atmosphere that i,

run on the CRAY-YMP computer at NCAR. The model uses a finite-differencing

technique to obtain time-dependent solutions for the coupled, nonlinear equations of

hydrodynamics, thermodynamics, and continuity of the neutral gas (Dickin,_¢m e¢ ,/..

1981: Roble et al., 1982) and for the coupling between the dynamics and the composition

(Dickinson et al., 1984). A TIGCM, with a coupled ionosphere and a self-consistent

aeronomic scheme, was developed by Roble et al. (1988). More recently, the model ha,

been improved by including a self-consistent dynamo model ¢Richmond et al.. 1992).

The latest developments in this suite of models include coupling with the stratosphet-e

and mesosphere (Roble and Ridley, 1994). Detailed descriptions of the NCAR models, a,

well as their input parameterizations, have been given in papers by Dickinson et _:/.

(1981, 1984), Roble et al. (1982, 1987, 1988), Richmond et cil. (19921. and Roble am/

Ridlev (1994).

Various publications have discussed the use of both the NCAR-TIGCM that i,

described above and the University College London-thermospheric general circulation

model (UCL-TGCM - Fuller-Rowell and Rees, 1980, 1983: Fuller-RoweIl et al.. 19871

These models have generally proved successful at reproducing the changes that are >,ec_

in the neutral thermosphere (e._.,,_ Crowlev et al.. 1989: Burlts e: ,d.. IqO2a: Fttllcr

Rowel[ et al., 1994).

The NCAR-TGCM used a variety of empirical and semi-empirical prescriptions atld

parameterizations, which were discussed in detail by Roble et al. (I 984) and R,ble _,,i

Ridlev (1987). A brief description of these parameterizations is given here. The ,,ol_tt

heating and photodissociation terms, described by Dickinson eta/. I1981. 1984). \,.clc

calculated from the Hintere_ger (1981) solar EUV fluxes and the Tm'r c: _/. t It>S()) [ \

fluxes. The Chiu (1975) empirical model of electron density was ,,upplemented b,c tl_c

addition of auroral particles using the prescription of Rohle aml Ridlcv!l_)ST). lhc

auroral oval prescription was similar to the statistical patterns described b_ .S'pir_, _': <,'/.

(1982) and Whalen (1983) and also those given by Feldstem aml Gollwrm ([_85). The

ion drift velocities were specified by the magnetospheric convection model of H_,c/i_ ,:

al. (1982"), which includes displaced geomagnetic poles (north geomagnetic pole: 78.3N.

291.0E: south geomagnetic pole: 74.5S, 127.0Et.



Although early versionsof the VSH model usedrunsof the NCAR-TGCM as il,,

basis,therewere severelimitations in the utility of usingthis model as the basisor :_

thermosphericdensity specifications.A large number of inputs to the model u,,cd

empirical paramaterizationsrather than first principles calculations, which limited the

accuracy of the model to the accuracy of these parameterizations. In addition, model

temperatures were specified as a perturbation about a global mean. rather than a_, :_

complete calculation. Because the auroral inputs were an "'add-on'" to this global mean. il

was very difficult to specify high latitude density and temperature structures adequatel>

Minor species neutral composition was not included in the TGCM, and it has become

clear that these gases play a critical role in determining both the thermal and densit_

structure of the thermosphere. Similarly, the lack of an interactive ionosphere required _t

reliance on the parameterized Chiu (1975) model in the TGCM.

In 1988, Roble et al. (1988) developed a version of the TGCM, the TIGCM. that

addressed these problems. This coupled thermosphere/ionosphere model is a selt-

consistent coupled Eulerian model of the thermosphere and ionosphere. It utilizes the

aeronomic scheme developed by Roble et aL (1987) and Roble and Ridlev (1987). In thb,

model the equations describing both the ionosphere and thermosphere are solved on the 5

degree by 5 degree grid mentioned in the previous section. The Hee/is et aL (1982! model

is still used to describe high-latitude motion, while the ion drifts at middle- and lox_-

latitudes are described by the Richmond et al. ( 1980} empirical model, its thev v_el'e It,I

the TGCM. Displaced geomagnetic and geographic poles are used with a dipole magnetic

field. Solar heating is now solved self-consistently once the external source of EUV and

UV radiation is prescribed. Semi-diurnal tides have been included as a bottom boundm\

condition. In addition, the minor species (N(ZDI, NI-_S), NO. He and Arl and ion IO +

O2 +, NO +, N2+ and N +) chemistry is calculated and the ion and neutral chemi,,t_x

contributions to the thermal equation are assessed. In addition, the high-latitude ion _md

electron thermodynamic equations are solved for ion and electron temperatures.

The primitive equations that describe the NCAR-TIGCM are included in the nc\t

section. In order to develop the densitv specification model the TIGCM had to be te_,tcd

and validated as well as developed. Over the years since it was first developed a numbcz

of studies have been undertaken that have performed this testing and validation. Cnnt/c_

et al. (1989) first compared this model with data measured during _,olar minimun_

conditions, but most of their comparisons were done with the earlier TGCM. Burrak, c _,,

al. (1992) compared output from the TIGCM with Atmosphere Explorer data at I_\x

latitudes. Burns et al. t 1992a} compared the high-latitude response of a time-dependc_t



run of the model with the equivalent period of Dynamics Explorer 2 data. findin,.:,

reasonable agreement between the two (Figure 2). Burns et al. t 1992b) looked at both the

recovery period after a geomagnetic storm and at low latitudes, again finding reasonable

agreement between the model and data. As part of the Lower Thermosphere Coupling

Study (LTCS), Fesen and Rob& (1991) compared data from this campaign _ith at model

simulation of the same period. They found that there was fair general agreement bet_vecn

the model calculations and observations of tidal structures. The following three diagram,

give the basic structure of the three versions of the model.

Ionosphere, including

composition and

thermodynamics

Neutral composition

and thermodynamics
Dynamics and electrodynam_cs

Figure 1 :TGCM



Ionosphere, including

composition and

thermodynamics

Neutral composition

and thermodynamics
Dynamics and electrodynam_cs

Figure 2: TIGCM

Ionosphere, including

composition and

thermodynamics

Neutral composition

and thermodynamics
Dynamics and electrodynam_cs

Figure 3: TIEGCM

Richmond et al. (1982) have described this new model, and the tollov, ing discu,,,,i_,n

is based on their description. In addition to the self-consistent calculations or' the dvnam,,



electric fields in the TIEGCM, another improvement over the earlier versions of the

model has also been made. Earlier versions of the model used a dipole magnetic field

model for the Earth's magnetic field. The new version of the model now uses a nlorc

realistic magnetic field model.

The ionospheric dynamo model uses the calculated neutral wind together with electric

conductivities derived from the ion and neutral density distributions to compute the

electric potential at each time step. Some of the essential features of the dynamo model

are:

• Geomagnetic field lines are equipotentials, and current may flow between

hemispheres along these lines at all magnetic latitudes outside of the polar caps (the

boundaries of which can be varied, but are normally set to 75N and southt

• A realistic geomagnetic field (the International Geomagnetic Reference Field 1985_

is used, with calculations being carried out in magnetic apex co-ordinates.

• The electric potential distribution is externally imposed within each polar cap. and i,

constrained within the auroral regions (set to be between 60 and 75 magnetic latitude in

each hemisphere/to approach the Heelis et al. (1982) model near the polar cap boundar',.

• The equatorial electrojet region is externally imposed.

All of these changes have the potential to create a more realistic ionosphere, whici_

may, in turn, also produce a more realistic thermosphere.

Very large changes in the neutral wind occur in the equatorial region betx_een the txt ,,

versions of the model. In the fully coupled simulation, the upper nightside .jet reachc-

wind strengths of 80 m/s as opposed to strengths of 30 m/s in the ca,,c where n<,

atmospheric dynamo was included. Similarly. in the daytime the upper v.e_,twatd jet

increased in speed from 30 m/s to 60 m/s. Lower in the thermosphere, the maximum wind

speed in the nighttime eastward jet increases from 110 m/s to 140 m/s. In general, there

are marked changes between the neutral thermospheric structure when the dynamo is and

is not included.



3. The Equations Used in the NCAR-TIGCM

The NCAR-TIGCM solves the basic fluid equations in the upper atmosphere. Thc,c

equations include: the continuity equation; the momentum equations: the thermodynamic

energy equation: the minor species continuity equation: the O + transport equation: and the

electron and ion energy equations. All of these equations are described here briefly.

The continuity equation for a single thermospheric species may be written in tern> ,_1

the partial derivative with time of the mass mixing ratio, hui, of the ith species. We u_c

horizontal spherical coordinates and a log pressure vertical coordinate {_,. 0. z), where Z =

longitude, 0 = latitude and z -- ln(Po/P ), P is the pressure, and Po t= 50 _Pal is _t

reference pressure, to write the following vector equation for the mass mixing ratio _1

each species (Dickinson et al., 1984).

Ot - T 8z

eZ _z-z[

/ ,0.25 J& Lq a +

( L a_ ]
K(z)e _ az! 1+_ _qu__,, m _Z ) ,

a q']+g- R9.v'i' + w

The terms on the rights hand side of this equation represent, re>pectlvely, the change, _n

the composition due to molecular diffusion, eddy diffusion, horizontal and vertical

' 1 2)N,
advection, and chemical production and loss. The I +, N c-)z term is included in the

eddy diffusion calculations to account for variations in the mean molecular ina',,, \_ lib

height which affect the eddy diffusion rate. The vector mass mixing ratio i,, given b,, '_'

= ( UPO.?,,hUO ) and _i is defined by:

n m,

k[.../ _ i 1

' Znjm j
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V = the horizontalvelocity vector:u = the eastward neutral velocity: v = the northv,ald

neutral velocity; w = the vertical neutral velocity: T = temperature: ni = number densit_

of the ith species, and mi is the mass of the ith species. Other parameters include D. the

molecular diffusion coefficient given by

FP,,olFT1
D= D o [--_-i [ T00]

(3)

where Do is a characteristic diffusion coefficient at pressure Poo and temperature T,,,, _--

2 x 10 -I cm2 s-l), Ho is the characteristic molecular nitrogen scale height at Too = 273K

(= 8.63km), Jo2 iS the molecular oxygen photodissociation rate: k is a rate coefficient fo_

three-body (O + O + M _ 02 + M) recombination of atomic oxygen given by k = 3.S \

10 -.30 exp(-170/T)/T for M = 02 (Johnston, 1968) and k = -1..8 x 10 .33 for M = N-

(Campbell and Gray, 1973L K/z) is the eddy diffusion coefficient, _ the mean ma_,,.

Poo is the atmospheric pressure at the ground (= 105 Pal, Too = 273K. 6ij is the delta

function. _ is the diffusion time scale. The mixing ratio of N2 is defined as

WN_ = 1 - Wo, -hu o
(4)

Photodissociation provides a source of 0 given bv:

= Jo, I - qj°-'l
- WO:J

and three body recombination provides a source of 02. The alpha coefficients in the fil,,t

term on the right hand side of equation I are given by:

=-Lo,,+(o,:- i_
r- -.

°t:2 =-i%3 + (%,- %3)q"t I
L

O_12= (012 -- O13)Vl/*1

o 13= %) (6)

where the subscript 1 denotes 02:2 denotes O: and 3 denotes N2 and the oij are defined
by:
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whereDij is themutualdiffusioncoefficientsgivenby Cole._,,rove ( 1966 I.

operator L has elements:

/ __Z Eij 'Lij = _ij , -

where _:ii is defined by

II

m.

i7)

The matrix

(8)

_ 0z (9)

The L matrix defines diffusive equilibrium solutions through the equation L qu=().

Departures from diffusive equilibrium are driven by the hydrodynamic transport and thc

chemical terms in equation 1.

The next equations of interest are the eastward momentum equation

c_U

c-)t _ ge z O ,u c)u +f
Po 0z H Oz

,.+ {z,, < )+z,,, I ,.,-,.,}

l c-)(:l:)' c-k_Z+,' - V. gu + uv tan0_,_ 1 __
I 7-- 1 rcosO Ok -Wc3z

and the northward momentum equation

(I0)

Ov geZ ,u- Ov { }
0-T = P0 Haz -fu+ _..y(Vi-V +)_.,,(u -u)

i U 2 _ 0v

+ i - V. Vv- 7 tan 0!- 2 c_0__._2'_ w --, r c)O 3z

I11)
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The thermodynamic energy equation is no longer expressed in tern> of perturbation,,

3T _ g ez a

at Po Cp 03z

KT aT

H 3z
H' I ,, 1 03T'II

+KE CpPII_P-P+--c_-zfH

(aT RT
- V.VT- w ! _+--

Cp

Qph Qi,.: Qm_.-+ QJ
+--+ --+ -- __

Cp Cp Cp Cp

Q_ Lrad

Cp Cp

(12_

The minor species compositional equation describes the odd nitrogen species IN(_.

N(4S) and N(2D)

03Udn ez 03 ! A n
at =-

03_n
' V.V'+'n + w --g7-z
'i\

r3 1 3_ I
+eZ__-le-ZKE(Z) _zz +---- vPni:

03z{ . _ 03z :

131

The ionosphere is described by the following equations. The O + transport equation.

o _ po +_L -V.n .V0t o + o i

(14)
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Where the ion velocity has parallel and perpendicular components

V i = V// + V
± _15_

I 1 1V(pi+pe) +b.V } b
v;; = / b._ g-_

L J

1 Exb
v_ - 181

The time rate of change of ion and electron temperature is assumed to be small

compared with the time scale of the TIGCM, so a quasi-thermal equilibrium can I_c

assumed for these temperatures. That is. the rate at which the ion and electr_)n

temperatures change as a result of other heating processes is sufficiently fast that xve c_t_

ignore heat transport.

The electron energy equation is given by

aT esin: 1_ Ke O---7
11+ Qe- Le = 0
}1

L e = Lei (coulomb colli.,,ions with ionsl

+ Lcn {elastic and inelastic colli.,,ions with neutrals)
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Thecooling ratesthatoccurasaresultof coulombcollisionsv,ith ionsaregivenb_,

( Te - T i )
L. = 3.2x 10sne lnAx

e, T_/2

I'
4-

'_n(O+)+0.5 nl O,
L

+0.53 n
i

NO + ): 1.602 x 10-
I

12

The electron cooling rates that result from elastic and inelastic collisions with neutral,

are given by

Len = {L(e,N,)+L(e,O)+L(e,O,)+L(e.N, l ih

+L( e, O.,_ ) ib + L(e, O)fine + L ( e. O )
CxCit ID

+ L( e. N., )rot + L ( e, O-, )rot } 1.602 x 10 l:

The ion energy equation.

( 13.
in

T i = T,_I +u.
, Din le

+ T_
2 Die I illo 2

+ Din (V. -V )10in + Uie . 3k ( ui, _+ _o,e ) '
_17_

These equations provide the basis for the calculation of the thermo,,phere iono,,phcrc

system. Numerical methods are used to solve them simultaneously, and the re,,ultin_

output fields provide the basis /or the VSH model. Before de,,cribing the numerical

schemes used in the VSH model, it is necessary to discus,; some problems _vhich

eventually prevented us from using the electrodynamics version of the TGCM.
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4. Problems with using the NCAR-TIEGCM

It was originally intended to develop the VSH model further using output tilc,,

generated by the NCAR-TIEGCM. Unfortunately, model validation of this ,. er,,ion c,t tl_c

model did not proceed as rapidly as was anticipated at the time of the original propo,,ai.

In the first year and a half of the current contract coefficient, files were developed t,,

replace the original TIGCM files. All of the requisite quiet-time model runs. except three

were made. The last two were indicative of one of the problems that still occurred in the

TIGCM. These three runs were made during solar maximum conditions, and were liar

geomagnetically active times, with cross cap potentials of 90. In these conditions the

model blew up relatively soon after the beginning of the day. In the past this has indicatcd

problems with shear in the convection pattern. The problem gets worse as attempts mc

made to run the model for storm conditions.

The other problem that was found during this time is more fundamental, and has since

been solved, but it indicates that far more intensive testing of the NCAR-TIEGCM need,

to be undertaken before it is used for anything other than a pure research tool. [t x_t,

found that the electron densities at high latitudes in the TIEGCM {but not in the TIGC\I _

were far higher than could be reasonably expected. This has ramifications not onl'+ I,,,

ionospheric specification, but also for the specification of the neutral thermosphere. I I

electron densities are two Large at high latitudes, two things happen that affect the ncutt:ti

thermosphere. First, ion-neutral coupling rates will increase rapidly altering the advectt\ c

distribution of the neutral species and through the pressure gradient force the rate ,,I

vertical transport of constituents and global heating rates through adiabatic expansion and

compression. The second consequence is that the distribution of Joule heating xt _11

change. Overall specification of the neutral thermosphere will be in error.

As was stated this particular problem has been solved, but it is indicative that to thn,,

time adequate testing of the NCAR-TIEGCM has vet to be carried out. Gixcn thc,c

circumstances, it was felt that the TIEGCM was not yet ready to be used as an operati_mti

model that could provide input to the VSH model.
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5. VSH Formulation

The VSH model acts on the output fields from the NCAR-TIGCM. These fields arc

fitted spectrally by a set of Associated Legendre polynomials, and sets or coefficient tilc,,

are derived for a variety of different geophysical conditions. The output from the model i,

then obtained by synthesizing these different coefficient files to produce output re_,ult,

that are appropriate to the conditions that were put into the model.

The spectral fit consists of using smooth curves to represent the variation of anx

output variable (such as mass mixing ratio or temperature) with respect to any input

variable (such as latitude or ap). Each input/output relation is defined by 1) identifying a

familiar, easily computable, family of curves (the basis functions) and 2) determining the

best fitting linear combination of the basis functions to represent the actual atmospheric

variations. Familiar examples of basis functions include the cosine and sine functions in a

Fourier fit, and the polynomial functions in a least-squares fit. The weights that make up

the linear combination of the fit - the spectral coefficients - are what is actuallv stored in

the coefficient libraries.

This process of fitting spectral coefficients on the Cray, then reconstituting them in

VSH, has two important features associated with it. First, the series generating the

spectral coefficients are truncated at levels that reduce the computer storage requiremenl,

but retain the important variations of the output fields. In this way. computers of modc,,I

storage capabilities can take advantage of the results of a general circulation model ovcr _L

wide range of geophysical conditions.

The second feature of this process is that a model based on discrete grid poinl,.

discrete times, and discrete geophysical conditions is converted into a model that i,

continuous over these same variables. The nature of the interpolation over each of il,

continuous domains is described in the following sections. It _,hould be pointed out thai

some of the interpolations (such as the ,,'aviation over solar activitvl are ttctuallv C;.tl'l'iCkt

out across several TIGCM runs (rather than within a run I.
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Horiz.ontal

On a sphere, the spherical harmonics are the most natural basis functions to describe

the latitudinal and longitudinal variations of a scalar variable. The spherical h[llnlc, nic _,

are represented mathematically as:

m m

Yn (O,X)= Pn (cosO) e imk (IS)

where the functions P are the Legendre polynomials, q is colatitude, and I is longitude.

The value of a scalar quantity (e.g. mass density or temperature t at a particular location t,

calculated in VSH from the sum:

q(O,)v) = am.n Yn (O,)v)
m,rl (19)

The coefficients am,n are complex quantities because of the multiplication by e iml. That

is, the real part of am,n will be multiplied by cos ml and the imaginary part will t,c

multiplied by sin ml.

Despite the complicated mathematical form of the spherical harmonics, thc,c

functions are well understood and their values are easily calculated. The need for thi,,

level of sophistication arises because of the convergence of the longitudinal lines at the

poles (where singularities can occur). The use of spherical harmonics allow the output

fields to retain continuity across the poles,

For vector variables, a further consideration is required. The coordinate ,,v,,tcm i,

singular at the poles, because north and south wind directions are not contintrous at lhc

poles, A change of coordinates is carried out by expressing the v,ind as tile ,urn _t ,_

gradient with zero curl (the velocity potential xl and a curl with zero gradient ,the

streamfunction y). That is, the horizontal wind field can be ei',en as

U(O,k) = V%(O,k) + V x k_(O,k) (2())

In spherical coordinates, this vector equation is equivalent to the set

u(0,k) =--_ ___% + l O_
rsinO c)_. r 30

r c)O r sinO c)_.
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where r is the radius of the earth.

The velocity potential x and the streamfunction v are scalar variables that can bc

represented as sums of spherical harmonics using ( 19t and (20):

Z m(e.)V) -- r bm.n Yn (e,),.I
m, n

Z mgt(O,_) = r cmn Yn (O,L)
Ffl. Iq

(The radius of the earth r is introduced as a normalization factor. ) Using the identities

3Y _ c)P eirnk c3Y _ im Pe ml_ (231
30 30 Ok

and inserting (23) and (241 into (22): yields the formula for recreating winds from vector

spherical harmonic coefficients bm,n, Cm,n:

t FimP" + Cm.n [im P-I e"_'>' {241
u _l

The distinction between scalar variables (such as temperature or densitvt and recto.

variables (such as neutral wind) is summarized in the table belovc.

Variable Basis

Scalars P_ e imp"

Vectozs m P eimZ _I:' elm;,,
sin 0 20

That is, scalars use a scalar basis function, while vectors use a vector basis. The function,

mm m Pn and
Pn sin 0 c-)O

are precomputed.

The coefficient values, b and c, that go into the libraries were computed b.v pertormin_

a least-squares fit to minimize the squared error in the _pectral representation. The

algorithm for performing the least-squares fit is described in Schwar-traHher t 1_)81 ). The

actual values of the streamfunction and velocity potential are normalized by a divb, ion b,,

_/nln+l) where n is the meridional index.
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Vertical

The vertical structure of a geophysical field is described by the least ';quitres fit of :L

spline {a piecewise polynomial'_. A spline of degree n is defined as a piece',_l,c

polynomial of degree n. for which each of the first n-I derivatives is continu_u,

Therefore. a cubic spline is a function that is continuous and for which it,, first tx_,,

derivatives are continuous. The coefficients that define the cubic will generally vary from

one subinterval to another.

The motivation for the use of splines to represent vertical variations, is that ditfercn_

physical processes occur at different altitudes. As a result, the vertical profiles va_\

greatly with altitude.

In the TIGCM. the vertical variable is log pressure rather than geometric height.

Therefore, the vertical representation of each of the dependent variables is carried out a,, ,i

function of log pressure. Geometric height is also a dependent variable (as a function _I

log pressure) with its own set of coefficients in the coefficient library. Therefore, when ,t

VSH user inputs an altitude, the spline defining altitude versus log pressure is inverted t_,

convert the altitude to a log pressure. This log pressure can then be used to retrieve an_ _,t

the desired output fields. The inversion of the altitude spline is carried out via a Nc,a t_,J_-

Raphson method of finding real roots.

In the VSH model, cubic splines are used in the altitude range of 110-5(3(3 km at ,,olatt

maximum. Above about 500 km at solar maximum, the MSIS model is called. The I{{)

500 km range is divided into several subintervals, in each of which the polynomial ha,

different coefficients. Each end point of the subinterval is known as a knot. The altitude

range is different during solar minimum conditions due to the different heights of the

pressure surfaces, but the principles behind the vertical fit are much Ihe _ame.

Temporal

For both the storm and quiet cases, the spherical harmonic fit de,cribed ab_c _,

performed at every, hour of model time. A temporal fit then needs to he made. No ,,[-,cct_,tt

representation is possible in the storm case so all times have to be tlsed. But the qtlicl-

time TIGCM runs produce diurnally reproducible results. A temporal rcprc,,cntatit,n c,t_.

be used to capture the variations of the spherical harmonic coefficient,, ox er thc cour,,c _,l

a day. A Fourier time series is used for this purpose.
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A Fourierrepresentationimplicitly assumesthattheoutput fieldsareperiodic:that i,,.

it is assumedthatthefields reproducethemselvesonadaily basis.This assumptionis not

validduring timesof transientmagneticstormactivity.Thestormsubsetof VSH doe,,not

performa spectralfit over thecourseof a magneticstorm,but insteadrecordsinfornlatitm
for eachhourof stormtime.

TheFourierfit for thedaily variationof any field is representedasfollows:

T T

am.v,z - -_ + ak,m.q,z cosk1 + bk_. _ _n kt 125 I

_,--] _,:-t

Seven coefficients are retained IT=3). This represents a constant term plus three <time,

symmetric coefficients plus three (timel antisymmetric coefficients Idiurnal, semidiurn,tl.

and terdiurnal).
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6. Formulation of a "Storm" VSH model.

In the original VSH formulation, a set of coefficients was developed for quiet

geomagnetic times. Later it was realized that such a set of coefficients was inaccurate at

just those times when thermospheric models were most needed to provide specification,

for various fields: during geomagnetic storms. Therefore it was decided to develop :_

time-dependent version of the VSH model to create a complete VSH model that v,,_,

applicable to a wide variety of geophysical conditions.

Instead of using just one value of Ap, the time-dependent VSH model uses a 24 hour

time history of three-hourly ap values, running from a time 24 hours prior to the time _)1

observation up to the time of observation. Many problems occur in developing a model to

simulate conditions during geomagnetic storms, not least of which is the problem of thc

time of storm onset. This introduces another degree of freedom into the problem. In thc

old version of the VSH model, time is represented as a set of Fourier coefficients that

describe a diurnally reproducible run. Now, with the storm version of the model, thi,

quiet time UT dependence of the location of the geomagnetic pole not only has to bc

taken into account, but the time after the storm start also has to be considered. One

possible solution to this problem would be to make a storm-time run for each one or t_,,

hours of storm time and use this to drive the model. However, doing this increases lhc

storage requirements of the model considerably and still does not deal with ,,tm_c

outstanding problems, such as the duration of the storm, and the need to normalize Ihc

TIGCM to produce accurate densities in this case. Rather than this approach, we used the

results of research done by Pr61ss and others (e. g., Pr?_lss, 1980) which shoxved that the

response of the neutral thermosphere to geomagnetic storms is much better oriented in

geomagnetic rather than geographic space. Using this concept, we were able to develop _L

version of the model that used storm-time perturbation additions to baseline, diurnallx -

reproducible cases.

Before going into the mechanics of the storm-time version of the model further, it _,

worth examining why such a model is necessary, and why the previous techniquc ,_1

extrapolating from time-dependent, diurnally-reproducible runs that were dexelt_ped f_L

active conditions were not entirely successful.

One major feature of geomagnetic storms is that, unlike the magnetosphere and the

ionospheric convection pattern, the neutral thermosphere takes ,,ome time tu respired _,_

the onset of geomagnetic storms. The time delay for these changes can \:ttv bctx._.ccll



abouthalf anhourandseveralhours,dependingon theprevailinggee,physicalcondition,

(Ponthieuet al., 1988). Extrapolation techniques do not allow us to incorporate such a

delay into the model.

Another feature that occurs during geomagnetic storms is the large transients that _Hc

set up early in the storm te.g., Mavr el al., 1984: B,rn,v a,d Killeem I_ _) )_a}. Thc,c

transients are produced during storm-time runs of the TIGCM. but, naturally, do tl_t

occur in diurnally reproducible runs. Again. this requires a fully time-dependent model.

The effects of geomagnetic storms on the neutral thermosphere do not terminalc

abruptly. Instead, there is a long "'tail-off' as various processes {especially the effects ol

NO cooling- Maeda et al.. 1989: Burns et al., 19891 act both directl,, and indirectly I_,

restore the neutral thermosphere to its quiet-time state. A time-dependent model is needed

to reproduce this "tail-off".

As well as these physical reasons for improving the ability to model the time-

dependent response of the thermosphere to geomagnetic storms, there is a programmatic

one as well. The present models used to simulate thermospheric densities do L_

particularly poor job during geomagnetic storms. Evidence comes for this in the number

of satellites lost during geomagnetic storms and the breakdown in communications at thi,

time. The latter may be thought to be an ionospheric problem, btlt, since ._'lat.v,.s/fir_t',

work in 1959, evidence has accumulated that the loss of electrons in the high-latitude F

region at this time is largely due changes in neutral composition. Thus. if you want t,,

develop an adequate model of the ionosphere, you must use a suitable model of tl_c

neutral thermosphere that includes all of the composition, circulation and thermal change,

that occur during geomagnetic storms. The time-dependent VSH model does this.

One of the problems that occurs in attempting to model geomagnetic ,,w_rms is ID:_{

the thermospheric response to them is still one of the most active areas of thcrmosphcltc

research. In attempting to develop a parametrical model of the thermo,,phere at thc,c

times a number of questions had to be posed that have still not been rescmchcd properl_

tt "One such question is the way that the thermosphere changes in response to hia.h-latltudc

forcing and the length of time that this takes. Similarly. the _av that the thermo,phcR'

recovers after the ion forcing and the length of time that this lakes i, ai_o not x_cll

understood. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show our first attempts to ,,mdv this _ituation. hi t,u_

first attempt to solve some of these problems we assumed that thcrmosphcIlc

temperatures, and by implication densities, would be "'saturated" in (_ hours {Vigurc J-.

This Figure was produced by averaging all temperature xalues at latitudes creater than ¢_(I

N for winter conditions at solar minimum. Similar studies x_cre done in the ,,ummc_
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hemisphereand for solarmaximumconditions.In this case, the maximum value of ap

was 50 and the storm ran for six hours after the onset. The horizontal axi,, refers to the

time after the onset of the storm in hours (storm commencement was l0 UT>. The vertical

axis is the percentage increase in temperature between the storm run and the equivalent

quiet-time diurnally reproducible case.

As can be seen from this graph, temperatures kept increasing for an hour or two after

the storm had ceased. It is plain that temperatures did not +'saturate'" during a storm ot(_

hours duration. Therefore, we increased the duration of the storm to 12 hours IFigure 5 !.

Now, maximum average temperatures occur some 10 hours after the storm

commencement, still two hours before ionospheric forcing ended. It is likely that

++saturation" has occurred and, thus, that this storm duration could be used as the basis for-

our time-dependent model.

The recovery time after the storm presents even greater problems. Little work ha,

been done to categorize this recovery. Hedin et al. (1977) looked at a set of data from the

AE satellites to categorize many features of geomagnetic storms. They atso looked at

storm-time recovery in a limited way. Their study and a subsequent one by Porter et _d.

1981 ), made using the same data. produced a simple empirical relationship that was used

to formulate the recovery period in the MSIS model. It is likely that the parameterizatio_,

used were to simple to model recovery adequately, although this hypothesis has not becf_

rigorously tested using independent experimental data.
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Figure 4. Temperature changes north of 60 degrees for a storm of 6 hours duration.

This problem was not addressed again with the use of experimental data for am_tlact

decade. Burns and Killeen ( 1992 b) used results from an unpublb, hed manu,,cript zts i_zttt

of a review of the thermospheric composition changes that t_ccur during geomagnctl,:

storms. They found a relatively "clean" storm, where there were _ood data from the

recovery period. By "clean" we mean that the storm was of relatixclv ,,hort duration and

that the period preceding the storm was quiet for acom, iderablc time. Thu,,.

contamination from previous storms was unlikely to be a problem. Furthermore. the "'cut

oft"" or cessation of magnetospheric forcing at the end of the _torm x,,zt_,_ er\ ,,laztrl-,. ,t

result of a strong northward turning in the z component of the intcrplanetatx magnetic_

field at this time.
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Figure 5. Temperature changes north of 60 degrees for a storm of 12 hour,

duration.

Perhaps of greatest interest of this stud}' to the development of a hybrid model of ttk _

thermosphere is the duration of the recovery, period. It is clear that. within 18 hours of the

end of the storm, no decrease in the ratio is present and that 50% of the recovery h_L,

occurred within 6 or 7 hours after the end of the storm. Temperature recovery i_, cxc_

faster, suggesting that density recovery will be rapid after the end or the storm. Anoth,:r

interesting feature of the recover' is that it is not uniform. It occurs first at the poles. L_ml

then progressively at lower latitudes.

The TIGCM reproduces the major features of this plot. The recovery time 'aithin the

model is similar and the tendency to recover first at high latitudes is al_,o modeled

successfully. Thus, we can be reasonably confident that the time of recovery indicated _Kn

Figure 5 is similar to that which occurs in the real thermosphere, and that the gr_,,-
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featuresof this recoveryarewell represented.Thus, we were able to use the TIGCXl
recoveryschemeinour time-dependentVSH modelwith little modification.

Considerationssuchas thosementionedabovedeterminedthe structuresthat _c

would use to develop the time-dependentVSH model. The precalculation of the

difference fields that was necessaryto produce this model made it easier to appl.x

interpolationschemesto thestormeffectswithout modifying theunderlyingbasemodel
thatwasdependenton theothergeophysicalconditions.

The basic model structure is that difference coefficient fields are calculated in

geomagneticcoordinates.Thesedifferencefields are thenusedas"'add-ons'"to existin_z

coefficient files that supply the underlying,non geomagneticallyforced, background

thermosphere.Therewasa minimum requirementof anadditional 12TIGCM rtms tt_

produce these difference fields, but their modular arrangement makes it easy to omit them

if time is a more important concern than accuracy.

The technique of producing these files is outlined in Figure 6.

Read the history file
from the TIGCM.

+
Translate scalar

coefficients by
coordinate transform,
vector coefficients by
binning and averaging

+
Take these new

geomagnetically
tranformed coeff
files to local machine

+
Calculate coefficient
differences between

storm and quiet times.

Run time-dependent
VSH

+
Get quiet time VSH
values.

+
_. ransform the differenc_

Ifields from geomagnetic

o geographic fields.

P

Add the difference
fields to the base case

and output the results.

Figure 6: The time-dependent VSH Technique.
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A problem that arosein developing the time-dependentmodeJwas how best t_,

represent the changes that occur with time. Previously. the VSH model had always used a

Fourier transform to reduce the number of coefficients needed. The initial version or the

time-dependent VSH model also used this scheme. However, it was soon found that thi,

resulted in spurious information being included in the model output, so it was decided l,,

produce one coefficient set for each hour of storm-time.
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7. Comparisons Between the VSH Models and SETA Data (solar maximum

conditions).

The storm VSH model was first compared with SETA {Satellite Electrostatic Triaxial

Accelerometer) data for a set of 14 randomly selected days from June 1982. On two ot

the days there was almost continuous storm conditions prevailing, while on another da_

there was a long period during which a storm occurred, and a recovery period.

The results of this study are shown in Figure 7. In this Figure the time-dependent

VSH model standard deviations are compared with those calculated by MS[S and with

those calculated by the non time-dependent VSH model.

Overall performance solar maximum

lO

o_ 4

storm quiet

VSH

Figure 7. Standard Deviation Comparisons between VSH phase 2 and the time

dependent VSH model for the randomly selected days mentioned in the text.
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In this test the time-dependent VSH model did 1% better than the non time-dependent

version of the VSH model. The relatively small difference between the two versions of

the model is attributable to rarity of storm events, even during an active period like the

one modeled here. It will become clearer when we look at the Kp trace that performance

during storms is superior for the time dependent model.

We also broke the model down into bins by isolating the model performance usin,_, it

variety of differing geophysical conditions as criteria. Comparisons were then rmt&_'

between the time dependent version of the model and the non time-dependent version f,,

see where differences occurred. The results of these studies are shown in Figures 8 to I I.
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Figure 8. Comparisons between the two versions of the VSH model binned I_

altitude.

In Figure 8, the altitude plot, the greatest improvement occurs at the highe',t altitudc-

I230-260 km}, where there is a 2% increase in density specification accuracy from 1 I'

to 9%, but there is not much improvement at low altitudes. Presumably. thi,, lar,_'c

improvement at high latitudes occurs because storm effects are much more dominanl ,LI

high latitudes. In addition, apogee for this mission occurred near the south pole. ,,o b,,ih

the high and low altitude bins occur in predominantly polar regions, where the greatc,_
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improvementsareexpectedto lie. The northernbin is at too low an ahitude for the

densitiesto beaffectedasstronglyby geomagneticactivity astheotherbin.
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Figure 9. Comparisons between the two versions of the VSH model binned by FII}.7.

The F10.7 bins also show marked variations in response to the impro',ement, _

geomagnetic forcing representation that occur with the time-dependent version _)I Ihc

model. However, these variations are an artit'act of the small ,_ampling ,,ize or the F It_-

binning. Because we have only fourteen days of data. we have only (ourteen independc_

FIO.7 samples. Both days upon which storms were almost continuous happened durin,.2' ,t

period when the FlO.7 values fell within the middle bin. Thus. there ,aa:, a markc,!

improvement in the density representation in the middle bin q l4-1l)G _ and liftl,..

improvement in the other two bins.
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Figure 10. Comparisons between the two versions of the VSH model binned by kp.

Perhaps the most interesting Figure of these four is Figure 10, which shows the

improvement of the time-dependent VSH model over the older version at different kp

levels. Naturally enough, there is little improvement at low kps, as the time-dependcnl

model does not affect densities in this kp range. However, the time-dependent modct

should not affect kps in the middle kp range either, yet there is about a ().5'_

improvement in this range. Presumably, this difference is due to the time-dependent

model's calculation of densities for a recovery, period after the cessation of geomagnetic

forcing. The largest improvements occur at high kps. Now the errors in the time

dependent model's estimation of density is 9.5%, as opposed to the earlier version oI the

model, which had an error of 14%. This represents a tremendous improvement in den,,ttx

,,pecification attained by using a true time-dependent model.
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Figure 11. Comparisons between the two versions of the VSH model binned I'_

Latitude.

The last Figure in this suite (11) shows the latitudinal variation of den,,ilx

specification errors. Like the FIO.7 and altitude plots, this plot must be treated x_ith _

little caution. As we stated earlier, satellite apogee occurred near the southern pole. ,,o _hc

southern latitude bins represent density changes at the highest altitudes, xthile northcr_

density changes represent those occurring at the lowest altitudes. Therefore. den,il\

specification improvements are greatest in the southern high latitudes, x_here they are ,,l

the order of two percent.
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•Comparisonsbetween the VSH model and OSS data from AEC {solar minimum

aditions)

Comparisons between AE data and the VSH model are more problematical as the data

id to be pushing the level of reliability that is achieved by the VSH model. The current

mparisons are those made with the Open Source neutral mass Spectrometer (OSS).

The data come from all of the long duration storms that occurred during the first year

AEC operations. They are detailed in the following table.

ate Duration Maximum kp

_080->74081 21 hours 6.667

_082 9 hours 6.0

[-093 6 hours 6.0

[-108 12 hours 6.0

1.186->74187 42 hours 8.667

1.204->74205 30 hours 7.0

1.286->74291 138 hours (not continuous) 7.0

1.3l 5->74316 30 hours 6.3

able. Geomagnetic storms that occurred during the first year of AE-C operations

w which there was good data coverage.

Unlike the solar maximum case all of the data come from periods in _vhich

_'omagnetic storms were occurring. Thus, in the following plots, no comparisons haxc

:en made with respect to geomagnetic activity as the amount of data available lLw '_uch

,)mparisons would be slight,

The first comparison is an overall one, made between the "'storm" VSH model and thc

,ld non-storm version of the model.

;111

IC

Ix

_L

[i
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The first such comparison is by local time. Data existed for local times from 0 to Ix.

but not for local times between 18 and 24, so no bar is given for the la.st local time band.

Local Time Comparisons

4O

u)

[
o

u3

3O

2O

10

0 to 6 6-12 12-18

• Storm VSH

[] Quiet VSH

Local Time

Figure 13. Local time Variations at solar minimum

The largest uncertainty occurs in the afternoon local time band. This problem relate, _,,

the nature of the disturbance associated with the geomagnetic storm, and the orfeet, ,trc

also affected by latitude variations. During storms the whole thermosphere heats up. bttf

the region during the daytime is particularly affected bv changes in the pre,;,me _ra,_ticn_

force, and hence by changes in heating by adiabatic expansion and contraction. The

NCAR-TIGCM is missestimating these changes during solar minimum c_mditi_n,,.

although it does not do so during solar maximum conditions.

The next plot shows the latitudinal comparisons.
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Latitude Variation
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Figure 14. VSH OSS differences in terms of latitude.

Surprisingly. in this plot the greatest uncertainty occurs at low latitudes rather than ,_

the high latitudes where it should be expected during geomagnetic ,,torms. Again thi, _,

an indication that the NCAR-TIGCM is missestimating the effects or adiahatl_

expansion. We will show shortly that the NCAR-TIGCM is in fact undere_,timating the,

effect.

The next plot, which shows latitudinal variations, is some,,vhat less informative.
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Figure 15. VSH OSS differences in terms of altitude above the Earth's surface.

The density variations are expected to be smaller at lower altitudes where storms cau,c

smaller perturbations. However, there may be another effect insofar as the variations duc

to latitude and local time may bend back into the altitude variations, due to the relatixc]\

small size of the data sample.

Can we determine whether the VSH model is overestimating or underestimating the

storm variations'? There is an easy way to do this. Instead of determining the variance

between the VSH results and the model data, one uses the mean difference. Figure 16 h:_,

been developed by doing this.
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Figure 16.

It is clear that the NCAR-TIGCM is considerably underestimating the den,,it_

variations that occur during geomagnetic storms, and that this then affects the VStt

estimations in turn.

This complication has been corrected in the following manner. Because x_e are u',in_

difference fields, a simple correction factor was applied to the coefficients. The ,,o[_tt

minimum storm coefficients were increased by the appropriate amount for each latitude

band. These then fold into the equivalent solar maximum storm cc, efficients b'_ Ihc

weighting schemes discussed previously.
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11. By Considerations: Should By Effects be Included

As part of the contract it was proposed that the importance of B, (The Y component of

the IMF) effects should be assessed. Two factors would affect their possible inclusion iz_

the model. The first is obviously whether they are important or not. The .second i,

whether they are sufficiently important to justify inclusion in the model given that thcrc

would be a large overhead in terms of model run time and storage requirements. In thi,

section it is shown that, in fact, changes in By during storm time are of little importance

for all fields apart from the neutral winds, so they have not been included in the VSH

model.

The Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) affects the Earth's thermosphere throueh

magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling. Charged particles in the solar wind interact with the

Earth's magnetosphere forcing electric fields at high latitudes. These electric fields urc

altered by the strength, and particularly by the direction of the Interplanetary Magnetic

Field. At present the convection pattern for northward IMF is not well enough known tu

include the results for this condition into models with confidence that it is appropriate

However this is not a large problem for global thermospheric problems, as the eftcot c+t

the electric fields is minor ',,,'hen Bz is northward, so that approximating north_,,,ard

conditions with very low polar cap potentials is sufficiently accurate for all but the

highest latitudes. In terms of general thermospheric studies the more interesting caw

occurs when Bz is southward (or in certain other circumstances the discussion of _hich

requires a level of complexity which is not appropriate here). In this case the sign of the

Y component of the IMF (By) becomes important.

Before discussing the effects of By on the neutral winds and ultimately the netttt_LI

densities further, it is necessary to describe briefly the TIGCM runs that were made t_,

produce these winds. Two model runs are described here. In each case {see Figure 17 ! the

same hemispheric powers and cross cap potentials were used.
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Figure 17

Hemispheric power was increased from 11 to 100 GW between 9 UT and 10 UT. The

model was then run for 12 hours with this power. After 22 UT hemispheric potvcr f,

decreased steadily from 100 GW to 11 GW over an hour. In one case this simulation or :t

large storm was run for By values of-10 nT, in the other case it was run for B, value,, ,_t

+10 nT.

Figure 18 shows the resultant winds at 18 UT for B,. negative Itop) and B, p_it_xc

(bottom). These plots are for the southern (summerl hemisphere, and their outer circle

occurs at 30 degrees, so they include a large swathe of the middle latitudes.
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Figure 18

There are clear differences between the two plots. In the main antisunwa_d channel.

winds during By positive conditions are rotated by 30 degrees relative lo Iho_,e that oc_:t_

in By negative conditions. The evening convection cell is much bette[ defined during B_

negative conditions than during By positive conditions, but the morning ccmveclion cell i,,

somewhat evident in B, positive conditions, but not during By negative condition_.
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Difference plots of these Iwo conditions are shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19

The differences are obtained by averaging the By positive and negative data and then

subtracting this average from the By negative case. The maximum wind differences are <11

the order of 300 or 400 m/s, quite large values compared with the original wind Field,,.

However these large differences are concentrated in a relatively small area of the lli_h

latitudes. As will be shown shortly, these large differences in the winds do not transl_uc

inlo .significant differences in the other scalar fields.
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Similar plots were worked out for neutral density. This field is closer to the fields For

which the VSH model is required. Figure 20 shows the percentage differences that were

worked out using the relationship:

Percent = (DensBv + - Densave) / Denser, e* 100

DensiLv ?4

tT II_ I2 Surface 10

I,ATITU I) V_/LOCA I, T t M t':

Figure 20

Figure 20 gives these percentage differences in the southern (summer) hemisphere. ,Xl

this UT, 8 hours after the start of the storm, maximum differences in density are onl,, 4' ;

ill the summer hemisphere, and that difference occurs only in a very small ;.tl-e;.l ilo:.11
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midnight.On averagedensitydifferencesbetweenthe By positive case and the avcrugc

storm behavior are negligible.

The differences are somewhat larger in winter, but their nlaximum vuluc i_ ,ii[I

considerably less than 10% (Figure 21).

Density %

LT = 18 12. Surface = 1.0

,10

,

,

LA'FITUDtF,/LOCAL TIME

Figure 21

Average values at high latitudes are of the order of about 2cb. The maximun_ chun,;c_

occur near lhe "throat" region, the region in which the neutral winds us_,ociutcd wil.h (ilk'
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convectionpatternconvergeon the daysideof the auroral oval. The asymmetryof the

pattern (negativeon the left handside,positive on the right handside>is due to the
differentdirectionsof thetheantisunwardwinds in thetwo extremecasesof t3,, and to

thedifferent shapesof thetwoconvectioncells for theseextremes.

Clearly,at thisparticularstormtimeBy effectsareof minor importancein determininu
densitychanges.Theremainingquestionis whetherthesechangescanbecomeimpommc
at any time during a storm.To test this effect all percentagedifferencesbetweenB,

positivedensitiesandtheaveragedensitypolewardof 60degreeswereaveragedfor each

hour of storm time. The resultantdataareplottedheretFigures22 and 23) in term,,,_l

averagepercentagedifferenceversustimeafterthestormcommenced.
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Figure 22

Figure 22 shows the averaged percentage variation of density in the ,,outhetn I,,uvnr_c_

hemisphere for B,, positive conditions during the storm. It can be seen trcml this dia,_,rut_

that the average variation is very small and that it does not increase greatly lif at ,LII,

during the storm (the first 13 hours of the stud.,,') or the recovery period. If global ,,_

hemispheric averages were used the improved accuracy of the model would be negligible
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In winter the maximum averaged effect reaches 2% by the end of the storm period.

Globally (or hemispherically) this difference is insignificant compared with the very lm_c

changes of neutral density (total neutral densities can increase by 100% over the hi_t_

latitudes during geomagnetic storms and neutral N-_ densities can change bv se\e_,_L

hundreds of a percent, Pr6lss, 1980).

In this section it has been shown that the changes in density caused by changes in the

Y component of the IMF are minor compared with the changes that are caused I,x

geomagnetic storms themselves. Even without considerations of the loss or run time _n

the model, it is not a useful exercise to include information about the Y component oI the

IMF in the VSH model, with the possible exception of the case when the model is to I_c

used as a high latitude wind model. Because the model is to be used by NASA primwiI>

as a low latitude density model, B_, effects have not been included in the model that L,

delivered here. Instructions for running the model are included in the Appendix.
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PREFACE

This manual is divided into four sections. Part 1 provides an o,.er,,iev, or the capabllitics or ',SH
This part is oriented towards all users of VSH and provides the minimum ini"ornlation needed b,, an cN,I
user. Part II details how a FORTRAN program would be ,aritten to access tile VSH routine,.. It include,

examples of main programs, Part llI is a technical description of the underlying atmospheric ph.,,,,ic,, a_A
mathematical equations used in the VSH model. It is most useful for space scientist_, and others x_h_ ,uc
interested in the underlying science that went into the development of the VSH model. The tinal ,,ectiLm k,
directed towards a systems analyst or systems administrator. It provides information on stOlage, run-IllllC
requirements, and installation.
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PART I: USER'S GUIDE

CHAPTER 1: OVERVIEW

1 Description

The VSH (Vector Spherical Harmonic) Model is a computer subroutine that prin. ide,, a ,Ac,,ct tpl_,+r_

c,f the composition and dynamics c,f the thermosphere (Killeen, et al, 1987). It is capable or integrating tc:tt.

time data with high-accuracy computer simulations to produce a hybrid model of the thermo,,phcrc.

If the user wishes to run VSH, he or she specifies values for time. location, and tile pre_aii_r_:

geophysical conditions. With this input, the following atmospheric variables may he obtained:

COMPOSITION

Densities: O. 0 2. N2, H. electron, O +, total mass

Mixing ratios: O, N 2. 0 2

WINDS

Neutral: zonal, meridional, vertical

[on: zonal, meridional

TEMPERATURE

Neutral. ion

PRESSURE

Two types of input are used to drive the model: the coefficient library and real-time data I I_,

coefficient library contains the output of a large number of runs from a general circulation model ,,t _1:,

thermosphere and ionosphere Ithe NCAR-TIGCM). The real-time data ccmsists of h-,cation, time, ,,olin Ilu,

and magnetic activity indices, as ,.sell as any composition, density,, and/or v, ind inlc_m+ation as oblaim.'_l !,
,,atellite measurement.

The general VSH approach is to use the real-time inlormation as a retinement Io the c_m/pu_,_

simulations. In this sense, the satellite data is optional.

VSH can also access the MSIS (Hedin, 1987) empirical model m the upper ..ttmc,,.phere. If +t \ "-,I t

user requests an altitude that is out of range of the TIGCM. the desired inlormatiorl i,, obtained tv{,m _1',

.",,ISIS model. VSH can he called with altitudes up to 1500 kin, although it reties upc, n MSIS to I'_r,,_ ,,!,-

densit,, and composition data above about 500 kin. Similarly,. VSH can he called for altitudes a,, h),.,, u, ",,
kin. hov, e',er. MSIS is used below 100 km. and a mix of MSIS and VSH results, arc u,,ed bep,,,ccn I_)t_ ,L_,:

I II)km. MSIS is also called to obtain the H density at all altitudes, as ,hi:, ,.ariablc i, nc.t pro,, Mol _1_,¢_,

TIGCM.
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PART II: PROGRAMMER'S REFERENCE

CHAPTER 2: WRITING A PROGRAM TO CALL VSH

1. Input�Output variables

To call the VSH subroutines, use the following (or similarJ statement:

CALL VSHI OUTPUT, USING.GLON,GLAT,ALT LT,JD 4Y,F 107A.F 107.AP.APHIST.STFLA(,.B "_1',IF ',

OUTPUT VARIABLES:

Name

OUTPUT (25/ REAL

Description

The array of output variables
I)

2)

3_

4)

5)

6)

7)

8_

9}

I())

12)

13)

20)

21)

22)

23)

24)

Zonal neutral windlU

Ipositive eastward)
Meridional neutral wind{VI

(positive northv,'ard)

Neutral temperaturel T }

Zonal ion drift iUi_

Meridional ion drift(Vi

Pressure t 5x l0 -li! :E:e',,p_-Z} bar,,_

Vertical neutral v, ind(WI

Atomic o_:ygen mass mi,,ing ratio

Mass density

Electron density

O+ density

Ion temperature

Molecular ox)gen mass mixing ratio

Atomic oxygen densit,,

Molecular oxygen densil,,

Molecular nitrogen dcn,,it\

H)drogen density

Molecular nitrogen r]la,_,_ 1111\ilqg ILlllO

;1: ",)

= !1 I

: , H!

:: !1_

IVariables 14-19, and 25 are reserved for future use. I
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INPUTVARIABLES:

Name Description krrlit_

USING_25 } LOGICAL

GLON REAL

GLAT REAL

ALT REAL

JDAY INTEGER

F 107A REAL

FI07 REAL

AP REAL

APHIST(8) REAL

STFLAG LOGICAL

B YIMF REAL

4lternative Inputs:

An array of 25 logical ,.ariables i.true, or .tal,,e.

corresponding to each or the above 25 ,,ariables.

Set a value to .false. to eliminate calculation of that

variable {to reduce computation time}. Set all

desired corresponding output variables to .true.

Geographic longitude

Geographic latitude ( -90 to + 90/

Altitude/90- 1500 kin)

Julian Day (e.g. 324)

Previous 90-day average F I0.7 solar flux 15{)-35())
FIO.7 value of solar flux (50-350)

3-hr ap index (2-80}

8*3-hr ap index (2-100} from the day prior to the

UT time needed. This array is entered in the time

sequence of the ap data

A llag to switch the storm time VSH flag on or off.

If it is .TRUE. the storm VSH is called.

The value of the Y component of the [MF. This is

not implemented at the moment and should be ,,el

equal to zero.

{dcglCC_ i

I degree,,
km_

l. PRESSURE

In lieu of specifying an altitude, a constant pressure sur(ace can be entered. Tt'm, option ts in_kc_l

by specifying a value of ALT between -5.5 _bottomt and +4.5 {top). OUTPUT{6) then {mtputs lhe altiludc

{kin) of the inputed pressure.

Alternatively, in lieu of specifying an altitude, a log density max he ,:perilled. Thi_, _ption _-,

inx_}ked hv entering a natural log:trithm between -18 {corresponding to a density of I{}-x_ and -4l

_corresponding to a density Df ]()-IgL OUTPUT{6} then outpuls the altitude {k111} of Ihc inpuled densit\

2. TIGCM RUN #

In lieu of specifying the geophysical parameters JDAY, Flfl7A. FinT. and AP, a ,pccific TI(}CXI

run can he selected by setting JDAY= -run#. where run# is a number I - 3v,. '&'hen thi,, nl,tion i,, ,,electra

the FI07A.FI07. and AP selections are o',erridden. For example. JDAY= -25 would ,elect run .="5

Descriptions of TIGCM runs are gi,,en in Chapter 7 of this manual. Note that thi, _q_tion doe,, not _,, k
correctl,, if STFLAG is .TRUE.

OptJrmal Data Statement Inputs:

Name

IRES INTEGER

Description

Controls resolution le\ el ot model.

For IRES = I model is much faster, hut Ics,,

accurate. For IRES = 5. model i, ,,h}_cr. hut nlorc

accurate. The default xalue for IRES i,, 4. _rcfcr t_

chapter g.

Iv'This can be input by including the c{}mmon block RESO in tiae driver program

COMMON/RESO/IRES
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2 Linking VSH with a main program

To use the VSH module a main driver program must be written, compiled and then linked ,.,.ith Lhc

VSH subroutines and libraries: VSH, STORM, VSHIMF VSHLIB. MSIS. ()n a VAX. Ihe ,_ppr_,l,llmc

command for linking these I]les is:

LINK PROGRAM. VSH, STORM. VSHLI, IF, I_SHLIB,.ffSIS

v, here PROGRAM is the name of ,,,our main program.

On UNIX, the appropriate sequence of commands is:

f'/7 vsh.

t"77 vshlib.f

t'77 storm.f

t"77 vshimf.f

1"77 msis.f

f'/7 gws3.f

f77 <your program>.f vsh.o storm.o vshimf.o vshlib.o msis.o gws3.o

,.,,here <your_program> is the name of your main program. VSH can then be run h_ t.,,ping

a.out

,,,,'here a.out is the final executable image

3 Sample i_4_'lin Programs

T_o sample main programs that call VSH are shoran belo_. The fir,q l_r(_gram get,crate, a p_,l:_

x,,ind field and is similar to the SAMPLE program that is included _ith VSH. The ,,cclmd pl-{_gl,llll

compares the total mass density with that obtained from a satellite pass.

PROGRAM WINDS

C Creates a polar wind field
DIMENSION OUTPUT(25 )

LOGICAL USING(25i

LOGICAL STFLAG

REAL APHIST(8)

DATA USING/2*.TRUE..23*.FALSE/

DATA STFLAG/.TRUE./

DATA ALT/300/, UT/5/. FI07A/140/,FI07/180/. AP/I 1/, JD..\Y/1 v,2/. B"tI.M[:/(_ _

DOI= 1,8,1

APHIST(I)=I 1.

IF(I .GT. 6.}APHIST(I} = 50.

ENDDO

OPEN ( 15, NAME= WINDS.DAT. STATUS= 'NEW'I

WRITE (15,*) 'LATITUDE LONGITUDE U V'

DO 200 LAT= 40,50.5

DO 100 LONG= 90.180.30

[()0

CALL VSH ,OUTPUT. USING, FLOAT_ LONG i. FLO.\Tq LAY _..\I.T.

UT, JDAY. F IOTA. F 1()7. AP..\PH1ST.STFI.A( ;.

BYIMF'>

WRITE _15,9001 LAT. LONG. OUTPUT_ I ), OUTPUT_ 2 }

CONTINUE
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200 CONTINUE
STOP

900 FORMAT _219,2F8. I )
END

PROGRAM DENSTRAK

C Calculate densit,v along a satellite orbit
DIMENSION OUTPUT125 )
LOGICAL USING (25)
LOGICAL STFLAG
REAL APHIST(8)
DATA STFLAG/.TRUE./, BYIMF/O./

REAL LAT,LONG

DATA USING/8*.FALSE.,.TRUE.. 16*.FALSE./

1

IeX)O
2O0O

OPEN ( I, FILE= 'SATDAT'.STATUS= 'OLD'I

OPEN (15, FILE='DENS.DAT', STATUS= 'NEW')
WRITE(15.*/'UT LAT LONG ALT SAT. DENS. VSHDENS'
DO I = 1,8,1

APHIST(1)=I 1.
IF{I .GT. 6.)APHIST(II = 50.

ENDDO
DO 1000 I= I, 1000

READ I 1,5000,END=2000) JDAY,UT.LAT, LONG,ALT.DEN. F tO7A. F IO7. AD
CALL VSH(OUTPUT. USING, LONG, LAT, ALT. UT, JDAY, FIOTA. FI()7. AP.

APHIST.STFLAG,BYIMF)
WRITE ( 15,301)1)1 UT. LAT,LONG.ALT,DEN.OUTPUT(t))

CONTINUE
CONTINUE

3()00
5000

STOP

FORMAT (F5.1.F6. I,FT, I.F7 I.E lO,3,E 1I).3 _
FORMAT (I4.F6. I,FT. I.F7. I,F7.1.3E 1/).3 )
END

4 Hints to reduce comptttatiomd time

When VSH is used to generate a global or regional fieM of_alucs _,t,, i,, the case _ilh the ,,,mlt,.
program SAMPLE), the latitude loop should al,*ays be outside of the longitude loop. Tbi,, _, ill cllml_l,:,
the need to recalculate the basis functions Iret'er to oh. 61. That is, the basi-, lUllction', ntC intc/l'i,til

recomputed each time the latitude has cham,ed= from the prexiouscall. It islo xouradxamaee_ I_,lump ,,I
calls with the same latitude in succession.

For testing purposes, specit3 ing a specific TIGCM run !t)r the gcophx ,ical pan-amcler, _,l ,t ,,W(tt _,
run) will reduce the number of coefficient files to be read in. and hence also reduce llac COll'lptllaliOI1 lillk'

The parameter IRES v, ithin VSH enables users to sellect :t la,,tcr, although It,,,, accmatc. \c_,_,r

of VSH. There are ti'_e levels of speed, v. ith I being the fastest, lea_,t accurate Icxcl. and 5 bc_ne ';,

slowest, most accurate le,,el, The follov, ing table gives the average tradeoff belv_ecn acctJrac,. ,rod ,1_,_',.',!

for different values of IRES. Refer to chapter 6 tot more details on the accurac_ ,' -pccd tvadcofl
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CHAPTER 3: COEFFICIENT LIBRARIES

],

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
S.
9.
10.
I1.

12.
13.

There are currently thirteen variables contained in the main coefficient librauie,:

Neutral wind - divergent component
Neutral wind - rotational component
Neutral temperature
Ion drift - divergent component
Ion drift - rotational component

Height of pressure surface
Vertical velocity
O mixing ratio
Mean molecular ,,'eight / temperature

Electron density

O + Density
Ion Temperature

0 2 mixing ratio

These thirteen fields are used to compute 13 of the variables that are axailable for output fl_
remaining 5 output fields are derived fields or are obtained from MSIS. cCurrentl.v onlx IS o! the "_
_ariables are used.) The same 13 variables are contained in both the storm tstvarJ and IMF _b_,_

coefficient libraries.
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CHAPTER 4: VSH PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

1 Program Design

The VSH model consists of a set of subroutines and does not contain a main FORTRAN pvogr_tr_

Iother than the SAMPLE program). Therefore. a main driving program must be _,.ritten Ior VSH to be,.'oHw

operational.

Upon each call to the primary VSH subroutine, the tblloxving algorithm i, carried ,_ut _a ,_ ,errs-

of subroutine calls. The name of each subroutine is listed belo,.,, tollov.ed b', its purpo,,c. [lath _1 the

indicated subroutines is called from VSH3BY. STORM or VSHIMF. the primar.,. ,,r conlv,_ll__'
subroutines.

..)

,

Ue.

5.

(3.

(3.

7.

VSHSOLVE

Solves for a specific field. Calls main computational and ingestion progr;,ms

VALIDATE

Ensures that all needed variables have been assigned ',alues. For example, it geometric height _,, t_!_,

pressure coefficient file is also required.

WHATSNEW

Detemfines whether any of the tbllowing have chan,,ed since the last

call: latitude, time, altitude, geophysical parameters, required variables.

COEFFSEL

Determines which coefficient files are to be read and takes v_.eighted axcrages _t coellicienl Ill..

necessary.

TRUNCIN

Reads in the truncation structure that is used in the '.ariable resolution processing of VSH c_clli,.:_cT/i-

COEFFIN

It geophysical parameters or any ,.ariables ha,,e changed the applicable coclticicnts are read in ",p!,,,

height modifier to altitude versus pressure le,,el to, altign TIGCM global cl_eragc lo .MSIS eh,l,,ll _t_,,_

Also modifies TIGCM global average to agree v, ith global averages obtained lrom the SET.\2 ,,,atc[l_,

TIMETR

If coefficients have chanc, ed= or it the requested time has chaneed._ a Fourier time ,,'. nt he.q,, _, pc, .,,.,

for the requested time for each variable, altitude, and zonal and meridionai v. a'. enumbcr.

BASIS

II latitude has changed, then for the requested latitude. BASIS linds the \..due, ,_1 the xcChW -t'{;_

harmonics P. V. and W for each zonal and meridic, na[ xva,,enumbcr.

GETPRESS

Converts altitude or density into h',g pressure. This is then used in the -,ohJli,W_ ,_1 the ,,llJ,..,J licld-.

ll).

FINDROOT

This routine uses a Ne,._.ton-Raphson method to obtain pressure at a gi', cn altitude ,_r dcn'.,it',

BVALU2

This is a special version of lhe spline s',nthesis routine BVALUE thal im.h,dc, ,t,wm ,rod IMI ,.1:.,,_.

the altitude of the pressure surfaces.

II. ALTTR
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12.

13.

14.

15.

UsingthelogpressureobtainedinALTTR[. ALTTR2performsverticaltranq_wunati{mx{m carla ,, ,_T,,,i,,,

and for each spatial spectral coefficient m and n. and reduces B-,;pline c{_etficicnt,, > z_",ingle x,_IL__' I_ : ,,

requested altitude is above the highest pressure sur(ace, ALTTR2 assumes that _ _nd, ,tn,J lcmp,_'_,L_,_,

have reached their asymptotic values and assigns the appropriate \ ariables.

S PACTR

Performs spherical harmonic synthesis at the requested latitude and longitude for each _ariablc t.

winds, it calls ,,ector spherical harmonics V and W and for other _ariables. calls the ,calaF ,phc;:.

harmonic P.

DIVTRAN

Performs the spherical harmonic ,;) nthesis for a non-rotational field.

R OTTRA N

Performs the spherical harmonic s'.nthesis for a non-divergent vector ticld.

SCATRAN

Performs the spherical harmonic synthesis for a scalar field.

16. IONELEC

Corrects ion dri(t results.

17. DENSITY

Derives densities O. N2, and 0 2, and N mixing ratios.

IS.

13.

RUNPARAM

This subroutine obtains necessar\ MSIS data to augment basic VSH model..

GETMSIS

Calls MSIS. it' necessar,,, tbr high altitudes. [o',,, altitudes, and H densities.

Se,.eral additional calls are made in the time-dependent add-on parts of the model. The', are Ii,,ICd in th,.

following table.

Calls in STORM.

I. STORM

.\ driver routine that calls the subroutines that determine the -,form dilTercncc lieM,,.

2, STMCOEFFSEL

Selects coefficient files to be used in storm VSH and calculates the ,.,.eight,, t{_l the,c tile,

3. STMCOEFFIN

Reads in the storm coefficient flies required.

4. STMTIMESEL

Inputs correct coefficients for time.

5. STMBASIS

Determines components of the spherical harmonics as a function ,,t [on,.z,ittRle ,it'td I,.ttittldc.

_. STMALTTR

Solves the spherical harmonics at the specific pressure corresponding u_ the ,t[titudc ,clotted.

,,. STMSPACTR
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Calls routines that perform the synthesis of coefficients for the non-di', ergent tiehl.

STMDIVTRAN

Performs spatial synthesis of the coefficients for the non-rotational field.

STMROTTRAN

Perfl)rms spatial synthesis of the coefficients for the non-divergent field

0. STMSCATRAN

Performs spatial synthesis of the coefficients for the scalar field.

I. STMREVTRAN

Reads in geomagnetic-to-geographic conversion matrix for the scal_.lr fields. Performs, tills c_m_cr,,i,,u

2. GTM

Transtbrmation of geographic location to a geomagnetic location.

3. MTG

Transformation of a geomagnetic location to a geographic one.

4. TRANS_VEC
Transforms geomagnetic ,,ectors to geographic ones.

5. LATMAG

Transforms geographic location into UT corrected geomagnetic location to acquire the qorm cocffic_cm,
at the correct place.

A further set of subroutine calls are mad in the IMF version _l the model.

BYIMFX

Sets up conditions if the Y component of the IMF is called

2. BYCOEFFSEL

Selects coefficient files to be used and calculates ,,eights for these files

3. BYCOEFFIN
Reads in coefficients ff_r the [MF cases

4. BYCORDSEL

Matches the UT time with the B', case and calls the routine,, to ,el up the _eonldgnellc c_nWdillalc,,

5. BYTIMESEL

Transfers from one array to another to make the arra.,, _,compatible x_ilia at I_tter ,,uhroutlnc.
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PART III: TECHNICAL REFERENCE

CHAPTER 5: TIGCM RUNS

[ Description

The VSH model is based on the output from a set of runs of the NCAR Thcrmo,,phcr_c

[onospheric General Circulation Model ITIGCM). This model is run on a Cra,, supercomputcr in Boulder

Colorado. The TIGCM solves the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations of ltuid d,,namic,, at ca,:i_

time step. Grid points are defined every 5 degrees in latitude and longitude and e,.erv half ,talc height t_a

altitude. A time step of about 5 minutes is generally used.

The particular geophysical conditions chosen for the TIGCM runs are represcntati',c el Ihc

wide range of conditions that are experienced in the upper atmosphere. As additional runs of the m,,dcl

become available, the new data can be easily inserted as new libraries of coefficients in the VSH model.

Currently, 57 sets of coefficients from the TIGCM are available. There is a basic set of I 8 run,,

t#21-38) that represent 3 different levels of magnetic activity lAp I. 3 days within the ', ear i Julian dax ,, >

representing seasonal variations, and 2 levels of solar activity (FIO.7A and FtO.7). The run,, are
_,ummarized below,

In the table describing RUNS# 21 - 38. the first number in a number pair repre_,cnts a RUN# tol

solar minimumllowFlO.7t:thesecondnumberistheRUN#forsolarmaximumihighFll).7_. :V, an

example, the run corresponding to a low FIO.7A and FIO.7. an AP of I 1. and the December ,,ol,,tice i,,
RUN #34.

RUNS #21 - 38

EQUINOX JUNE SOLSTICE DECEMBER SOLSTICE

Ap

5 21.24 27.30 33.3n

I I 22,25 28.31 34.3-

32 23,26 29,32 35.3x

In addition to the basic 18 runs {#21-381. there is an optional ,;et of 23 additional ran, Ih,tt c:m b,

manuall,, ",elected by the user. These additional runs are not normall,, included v, ith the VSH package, l,ul

arc available upon request. RUNS #1-17 represent the annual ,,ariation tk_r AP=5 at bolh ,elm minimum

st)Dr maximum. RUNS #39-41 represent seasonal variations at middle ,.=due.s of Iho "._,)ar cx cJc. R LN_

#42-44 represent the variation for the solar rain-max Fritz peak stud',. In addition _here are S -,el _,el ,t_u _7_

quiet difference coefficient files and the same number of IMF difference files.

In the standard vsh distribution there are 3"13 coefficient file,, carla ccl,rc,cnting _ di ltcrcnt

:ariable frefer to chapter 5 t. Each of the main coefficient 1lies contain fit, I,_ the ha,it ,,Cl ,,I run, 21

through 38. The other two sets contain the storm and IMF difference file,.
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Densi_' modification

The mass density outputs from the TIGCM were found to require Iurthc_ udiU',lmenzs t{} bril}_: Ih<'_
\alues in line with climatologically averaged satellite data. This step is needed because the TIGC.M L, ,luL!_
effective in capturing the density variations about a global mean. but less succcs,,lui in c_maputiug the ,t_Itl_tl'
mean value. Therefore. for each run. at each pressure level, a mid-latitude c_mlpali,,{m _ku,, inadc bct_cc_]
the TIGCM and MSIS mass density. This difference bet,,veen MSIS and VSH a,,crages at each prc,,atl,
le,,el are used to correct VSH average presure level splines (refer to chapter S_. In this v,u\ ulliludc,, ,t_,
mapped to more reasonable pressure levels, enhancing VSH preformance for lna_,s dcnsitx ca[culatitm, , ,_-
well as for other output variables_.

The normalization tcorrectionl factors are contained in the file HTMODDAT. Each __ _ _l_,.
file contains the correction factors for each TIGCM run. The first column is the run number follox_cd I_ ',;_,

corrections to the seven average pressure level splines.

Similar to the normalization to MSIS values, density values from the SETA 2 ,,ateilite ImlhL:,
normalize TIGCM average pressure versus altitude splines. The normalization /coH-ection_ factor- _¢,
contained in the files SETAMODDAT. Each row in this file contains the correction factors t_w _',,,'

TIGCM run. The first column is the run number followed by the corrections to the ,,oxen axcrage prc--L,_,
level splines.
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CHAPTER 6: INTERPOLATION METHODS

The VSH model can produce composition and wind data for a ,aide range of gc_ph._,l_,Ll

conditions and for any location and time. The heart of the VSH model is its library of ",pc_.'trai coetfic_crll,

The coefficient libraries arc obtained by applying spectral fits to the output fields lronl TIGCM ran,,. L,,L¢__'

these libraries, VSH performs the in',erse operation of synthesizing the de_,ired fields tr_m lhc ",pc,_!_._:

coefficients.

The spectral fit consists _t the fitting of smooth curves to represent the _,arialion of :m,, _tlll,(_!

_ariable (such as mass mixing ratio or temperaturel with respect to an.,, input ',ariable i,,uch a_, latitude ,,r

apl. Each input�output relation is defined hv 1i identit}'ing a familiar, easil_ computable, tamilt or cu_,'.

tthe basis functions) and 2t determining the best fitting linear combination of the bad, i,, function, !,,

represent the actual atmospheric variations. Familiar examples of basis functions include the cosine ,L_:

,,ine functions in a Fourier fit, and the polynomial functions in a least-squares fit. The v.eights Ihat make u I,

the linear combination of the fit - the spectral coefficients - are what is actually' ,,tored in the cocIlic_c_
libraries.

This process of fitting spectral coefficients on the Cray, then reconstituting them in VSH. ha', t_,,

important features associated with it. First, the series generating the spectral coefficients are truncated ,tt

levels that reduce the computer storage requirements but retain the important variations of the output field,

In this way. computers of modest storage capabilities can take advantage of the results of a gcnc_,_i

circulation model over a wide range of geophysical conditions.

The second feature of this process is that a model based on discrete grid poinls, discrete lime,

and discrete geophysical conditions is converted into a model that is continuous over these same x ariabtc,

The nature of the interpolation over each of its continuous domains is described in the folhw, ing ,cctio_, I:

should be pointed out that some of the interpolations Isuch as the xariation o_er solar acti', it,, I a/c acltl,tll

carried out across several TIGCM runs (rather than within a run I.

1 Horizontal

On a sphere, the spherical harmonics are the most natural basis functions to de,;cribe the latitud_r_,

and longitudinal variations ot'a scalar variable. The spherical harmonics are repre,,ented mathematicall\ ,:-

_m cimL
Y,n_(0.)_)= e n Ices01 (,";.1_

_here the functions P are the Legendre pol.,,nomials, q is c{_lalitude, and I i,, hm,,.'itutlc. The xaluc ,,I

scalar quantity (e.g. mass density or temperature) at a particular IocatiOTl is calculated in VSH tr_,m ",.

',UIll_

Z mq(0,)v) = am.n Yn (0,k)
rn,n i X.; _

The coefficients am. n are complex quantities because of the multiplication h,, e _mt That i,,. Ihc ,c,_t [,.,_ .

am.n will be multiplied bv cos ml and the imaginary' part will be rnuhiplied b,, ,in ml.

Despite the complicated mathematical form of the spherical harmonics. Ihc,,c ltlllCtl(*ll', _llc ,.'.,

understood and their ,,alues are easily calculated. The need for _hi,; level of ,,_pbi,,ticmion _ll,c, bcc,_t_,c,

the conxergence of the longitudinal lines at the poles tv_here singularitie_, can ,'ccurl. Thct_,e,,I ,l,l_c_,

harmonics allow the output fields to retain continuit,, across the pole_,.

For ,,ector variables, a further consideration is required. The coordinate ,,,, ,,lem _,, ,,_ll,_,u[al ,t/ :!

poles, because north and south v, ind directions are not continuous at the pole,,..\ change el coordin_ltc,

carried out by expressing the ,.sind as the sum of a gradient ,._,ith /ere curl _ltae xcMcit,, l-,Olcntiat \1 :m,i

curlv, ithzerogradientithestreamfunctionvl. That is, the horizontal_ind ficldcanbce_\cn,ts

k--;(@,_.l= V_,lO,)vl + V x k_(O.)vl _s._,

In spherical coordinates, this ,,ector equation is equi',alent to the set
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r sin 0 Ok r O0

v(0,k)= I 3_ + l S_
r 00 r sin 0 Ok

(8.4)

,,,,here r is the radius of the earth.

The velocity potential x and the streamfunction y are scalar variables that can be repre,,entcd ,t-,
sums of spherical harmonics using (8, 1) and 18.2):

E m(0,k) = r bm.n Yn (0,k)
ITl,n

E m(O,k) = r Cm.n Yn (O,k)

m,n

(85)

(The radius of the earth r is introduced as a normalization factor.) Using the identities

0Y _ 0P eimk 0Y _ im P e imk (8.6)
00 00 0k

and inserting (8.5) and (8.6)into (8.4): yields the formula for recreating _vinds trom xcctor ,pher_,_ti
harmonic coefficients bm. n . Cm.n:

F  np7 1E:I ,++,
m.n L_in 0_1

e _mk 18.7 )

The distinction between scalar variables (such as temperature or den,,it_ _and \cchw \ari,tlqc',

( such as neutral wind) is summarized in the table below.

Variable Bais

Scalars P_ e imx

Vectors m P eimk OpP eimk
sin 0 00

That is, .,,calars use a scalar basis function, v,hile vectors use a ,,ector ba,,is. The lunction,

m OP,_
p m_ m Pn arid

sin 0 00

arc precomputed.
The coefficient _alues. b and c. that go into the librarie,, v, ere compulcd b) pcrlo)mjng .J It.)<

",quares fit to minimize the squared error in the spectral representation. The al,_orithm {ol i-_crlorrning th,.
least-squares fit is described in Sch,,varztrauber (1981). The actual xatuc,, ,_t the ,.tlc_tllltt.lllcIiov_ .tI_i

\eh>city potential are normalized b,,a division by _nr-_-+-[ I ,.,,here n i,, the illeliditmal il'idc',.
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2 Vertical

The vertical structure of a geophysical field is described b,_ the lea_,t square,, fit of a ,,plinc q,_

piecev, ise polynomialk A ,,pline of degree n is defined as a piecewise pol>nomial of degree n. fl_r which

each of the first n-I derivatives is continuous. Therefore, a cubic spline is a function that is continuous, and

for which its first two derivatives are continuous. The coefficients that define the cubic will gcneratl,, _ ar_
from one subinterval to another.

The motivation for the use of splines to represent vertical variations, is that different ph},,ical

processes occur at different altitudes. As a result, some variables may have very different xertical protilc,

in the vicinity of 100 km when compared to near 600 km.

In the TIGCM. the vertical variable is log pressure rather than geometric height. Therefore. the

vertical representation of each of the dependent variables is carried out as a function of log pressure

Geometric height is also a dependent variable (as a function of log pressuret with its own set of coefficient,

in the coefficient library. Therefore. when a VSH user inputs an altitude, the spline defining altitude ,,erst.,

log pressure is inverted to convert the altitude to a log pressure. This log pressure can then be used to

retrieve any of the desired output fields. The inversion of the altitude spline is carried out xia a Ne,.,,ton-

Raphson method of finding real roots.

In VSH, cubic splines are used in the altitude range of 110-500 kin. Above about 500 kin. the

MSIS model is called. The 110-500 km range is divided into several subintervals. The pol,,nomial has

different coefficients in each of the subintervals. Each end point of the subinter'.al is kno,_,n as a knot.

3 Temporal

With the exception of several experimental storm-time runs. the TIGCM producc_, diurnal]_

reproducible results. At ever,, hour of model time. the spherical harmonic fit described abot e is perthrmc_i

The purpose of the temporal representation is to capture the _ariations of the ,,pherical harnloilic

coefficients over the course of a da,,. A Fourier time series is used for this purpo'_e.

A Fourier representation implicitly assumes that the output tictds are periodic: that is. _t _-

as_,umed that the fields reproduce them,,,elves on a daily basis. This assumption is not _alid during time, ,q

transient magnetic storm activity. The storm subset of VSH does not perform a ,,pectral fit oxcr the cour,c

of a magnetic storm, but instead records information for each hour of storm time.

The Fourier fit for the daily xariation of any field is represented a:, 1ollo_._,,,:

g T

_._z _ + ' coskt + ,in kt- ak.m._,z bk:_::

k=l k<

Seven coefficients are retained IT=3). This represents a constant term plus three _timc_ ,,',.llllllC{ll,

coefficients plus three (timel antis,,mmetric coefficients tdiurnat, _,emidiurnal. and tcrdiurnal _.

4. Julian Day

To account for the _ariations o_er the course of a ',car. the TIGCM is run under idcntiv._ll

conditions at the two solstices and at an equinox. The solar annual c,.cle is dc,,cribed bx a pure ,int>oldal ,n

radiation absorbed by the earth. In particular, the variations of an,, ,,ariable oxcr the ctmr,,c ol a ,.car I,

currently fit using a two-point trigonometric interpolation. That is. a _,implc sinusoidal cur_e f,, a<,,utr_cd h,t

both the annual and semiannual ,.ariations. Therefore, trigonometric interpolation bct_cen TIGCM run, _-

carried out. In future versions of the model, a Fourier fit oxcr the annual c,.cle _ill be tlscd an the TI(;(N1

coefficient library tiils up.
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5. Solar Flux

Both of the solar flux arguments _FlO.7 and FlO.7a, _ in{Juence *he variation _1 mo_ _,,ri,0,Jc,

FlO.7a /the 90-day average) has the most bearing at lower altitudes. FIO.7 expresses the dailx tran,ic_l

flux. and becomes important at higher altitudes. These two parameters are s',nthesised into it ,,ingle _ aluc. q

FIO.7' using the relation:

FlO.7' = FlO.7a + kl(hl*(FlO.7-FlO.7a) + k2(h) * (FlO.7 - FlO.Ta} 2

where h is height (or spline knot location), and kith) and k21h) are weighting factors obtained Ir_ml .MSIg

The value of FlO.7' is used for all subsequent calculation of geophysical fields. It is airways found t_ t,c

between FlO.7 and FlO.Ta. Because the weights vary with height, the effecitive FIO.7' value will al,o bc

height-dependent. As a result, different linear combinations of TIGCM runs may be used at different hci,_,ht

leve_s. As anticipated, the kl _'acmrs increase monotonically with height. This reopens the increa,m,_,

importance of daily solar activity with increasing height.

The kith) and k2(h) factors are contained within the file FIOTMODDAT. Each ro_ in thi,, tile

contains the linear (k I ) or quadratic (k2J factors for each TIGCM run. The first column is the run numbcl

followed by the weighting factors for each height level.

6. Maqnetic Activity

The variations over magnetic activity is carried out by a linear interpolation o_er ..\p in the qu_c'_

time case. _n the storm case, interpolation is made between Storm-quiet dift_erencc ¢ields co pr-_ i,lc ,_,_

addition to a diurnally reproducible case lap is set to I 1 internally for the diurnall.v repr{_duciblc addJ[i,,ll,
For the scalar fields the difference coefficients are transformed mathematically and then the difference ticl,!

is reconstituted and added to the quiet time output. The winds are treated differentl,, bccau,,e _q the lack ,,i

a suitable algorithm lk_r doing a transtk_rm on vector coefficients. The _ind difference field, ,t_,

reconstituted and then transformed to geographic coordinates. They are lhcn added to thc quiet tmac ouIl,ul

7. Variable Resolution

A _ariable resolution scheme is used to improve the computationa{ cfficienc\ ,_1 VS;H The _dc,

behind variable resolution is to process on_y those coet'ficients that _ill make a non-_eg_igib}c c_m_ribtl_¢¢ ,_

to the synthesis of the desired fields. In some instances, very fev, of the high order F_utier and ,,phcll,.,,i

harmonic coefficients are required to capture important thermospheric pmpcrtie,.
VSH provides the user with a choice of five resolution levels. At the highest ic,,,_lut_,m, the me, it,

is most accurate but slowest. At lower resolutions, the model is faster, but 1¢,,,, accurate. 'fhc c_xallabllilx , ,i

five resolution levels enable users to select appropriate spots on the perfor_nancc-accurac} tradc_ll __ '.,

Generally speaking, the lower the resolution, the greater the smoothing that _ccm,, _ ithin the model

The resolution level is controlled by the FORTRAN xariable IRES. The xalue ,_I IRES ha_ be,':,

preset to level 4, corresponding to nearly full resolution. By changing the xalue _,I IRES i_ _hc D\I\

statement, the resolution can be changed from [ _[owest resolution) to 5 _highest _-esolu_t_m 1.

For each resolution level, there is i_ a set of truncation levels for the ,patial i_)r ,l_hcrical ham_,,_:_,

'_vnthesis: ii) a set of truncation levels for the UT (or Fourierl s',nthese,, and iiil a ,,ct _,f ,litlcrc_c

thresholds. A difference threshold determines whether an input _alue _s signiticantl._ dilfe_cnt llom tt_,_t ,,_

the previous call. For example, a call to VSH with UT=L2 followed b,, a call with UT=I2.(II x_ill _,,t

invoke a new synthesis of the Fourier time representation. For low re_olution, chc ,,phcrical h:um_lalc .m,!

Fourier syntheses are highly truncated and the difference thresholds are ,ct velatixclx hieh F,,r i_'l',
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resolution,theFouriersynthesesextendthroughmuchhighervalueso1m.n._mdt inequationxq_73,Lnd
18.8)andthedifferencethresholdsarelower.

Associatedwitheachof thefiveresolutionlevelsisanerrorthreshold,,_Hue.F_achcrr_rx_Ht_c
representstheaveragedeviationfromthefull resolutionvalue.Coefficientsthatit e\cludcd,xkoul_l
contributeanerrorexceedingthethresholdaremarkedtorretention.An',unmarkedcoctficient,,areunu,,cH
inthesvnthesis,producingcomputationalsavings.
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CHAPTER 7: OBJECTIVE ANALYSIS SCHEMES

1. Density

VSH allows the user to enter real-time satellite data to further improve upon it', accurac_ l-h,

model has also been tuned to the climatological values of winds and density that ha',e been accun;ul,tt,',l

over many satellite passes.

Some coefficient files will contain density modifications based on ,_e_eral pa_,_,e,, ,_1 Ihe SET

satellite. The slope and intercept used in the vertical representation o(densit', _till he modified ,,,_ _h,_

their simulated global avera_,es_, correspond to the observed satellite global a',eragcs, lals_ relcr to ch_p -

2. Winds

Where available. D_namics Explorer (DE_ wind measurement data ha_e been merged _silh the

TIGCM simulation results. The merging process has been accomplished with techniques, of _hi__'___

analysis IThiebaux and Pedder. 1987) that are commonly applied in meteorological anat',sis. [n u,._3c

objective analysis, a value of a field at a given grid point is computed from a weighted a,,erage ,,_ _-

computed TIGCM value there and observed values in a neighborhood of that location. The magnitude _,t

the weight is inversely proportional to the distance of an observation from its site of prediction. In thL.

manner, the winds contained in several coefficient sets actually consist of a background TIGCM v. ind licit!

as modified by observations.
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PART IV: SYSTEMS ANALYST'S REFERENCE

CHAPTER 8: INSTALLING VSH

1 Program and librara information

The VSH model consists of t,xo components: a set or' FORTRAN ,,ubroutines and a libva_x _,I
numerical coefficients. The model is pro,,ided on a standard magnetic tape. h has been ,,a',ed u,,ing II_c
VAX/'VMS BACKUP command v, ith the volume identifier VSH and the sa,,e ,,et name of VSH.BCK

The FORTRAN subroutines are VSH. STORM. VSHIMF, VSHLIB, MSIS and SAMPLE. VSH

contains the primary subroutines of the package, while VSHLIB contains the mathematical libraries. XISIS
is a stand-alone atmospheric model that is called when the altitude is out of range of the values contained
within the coefficient libraries. A sample main program SAMPLE is also included as a demo.

The numerical coefficient libraries are available in two versions. The VAX/VMS xersion contain,

the library coefficients already in the necessary binary unformatted form. In the non-VAX _ersion. the
coefficients are stored in ASCII unfi)rmatted form. Each coefficient file is named VARXXYYY. _hct-c

XX is a two-digit integer and YYY is either ASC (for ASCII filest or BIN Oror binar,, iiles>. The non-",.\X
version is further described in the following section.

The VAX version is immediately usable, once the files are transferred from tape to ',our cornputct

2 Use on a non-VAX machine

The non-VAX version of VSH contains the coefficient librar,_ ,;toted in ASCII flsvmat. A generic

conversion program is included v,ith this version to con,,ert the ASCII files into binar'_. This program _,.
named VAR_ASCTOBIN. Running VAR_ASCTOB[N ,.,,ill convert each VARXX.ASC file t,_ ,_
VARXX.BIN.

The FORTRAN subroutines VSH.FOR. VSHLIB.FOR. MSIS.FOR. and SAMPLEFOR ,,houl,t

be recompiled on the machine to be used. In addition, non-VAX users ma_ riced to change the name ol t_,,
functions that are intrinsic to the VAX. These two functions con,.ert charactecs to integer,, qCHAR_ a_3,l
ieal variables to integersiNINT). These two functions may appear in VSH. VSHLIB. ASCTOBIN :l_l_l
BINTOASC.
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CHAPTER 9: STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

1 Description

The storage requirement on disk is essentially determined b,, the size ot the coefficient file', Fhe,,e tile,, ._:c

about 3N)K- 7(_)K each in binar,, form fi)r the basic runs. If you requested the flies m ASCII fornt _h)_ t_',c on ,_ t_,,_-

VAX machineL the ASCII files ,,,,,ill be found to be about three times larger than these ',alue,,

A breakdown of the storage requirements is the following:

,,sh3by.f 793 l-t kB

storm.f 49198 kB

vshimf.f 23550 kB

vshlib,f 36035 kB

msis.f 50108 kB

gw's3.f 19703 kB

and the coefficient fi les:

,,arO1 ->var 13 5888304 kB

stvarOI ->stvarl 3 8959520 kB

byvar01->byvarl3 672256kB

These values are for the sun UNIX system.
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CHANGES FROM VERSION 1

Date Change

Mar. 1991

Mar. 1991

Mar. 1991

Aug. 1991

Four new variables have been added: electron density, O + number dcn,_il,, • it,n

temperature, and 02 mixing ratio. O + number density and ion temperature are gixcn trl

the coefficient files as the natural logarithm of their actual values.

The OUTPUT variable array has been increased to 25 from 14, to incorporate the ncx_

variables and to allow for future expansion.

The range of inputs tot ap has been extended to (2-60}. The range of inputs for [:lIl -
has been extended to 150-350).

Fl0.7a added as an input variable

Aug 1993 The model extension to 90 km has been validated. The storm version of VSH has bccn

included and validated for neutral densities and winds. Extra difference variable file, ,tn:

added. The IMF version is included in the package, but is switched off because no field
has been validated. Extra difference fields are added.
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14. Appendix 2.

Task Report on tasks 1, 2, and 3.

Nine tasks were listed in the three year period of this grant. It is the first three of the,,c

tasks that are of relevance here. These tasks are:

1) Update the current quiet-time coefficient files to include representations _/ rlm_

made using NCAR-TIEGCM (National Center for Atmospheric Research

Thermosphere-lonosphere-Electrodynamic General Circulation Model) rather than the'

NCAR-TIGCM (Thermosphere/Ionosphere GCM) runs that had previously been used.

2) The temperature representation in the VSH model will be revised to allow the

vertical temperature structure to be determined without the use of Bates profiles.

3) Comparisons will be made between the present storm-time version &the me;de/.Jzd

data .1'?ore storm-time orbits of the DE 2 (Dynamics Explorer 2_ am/AE (Atmosl_hcr,

Explorer- C. D. and E) satellites.

Tasks l. 2 and 3 were completed. The NCAR-TIEGCM ,,,,'as run for all or the'

appropriate conditions. However in doing this several problems were encountered durin_

solar maximum conditions. It was found that the model was highly sensitive in thc,_:

conditions and broke down. Upon creating coefficient files for these runs. it was found

that the performance of the NCAR-TIEGCM ,,,,'as at this stage worse than that of the:

NCAR-TIGCM, so in consultation with the Technical Officer it was decided that the:

model was more reliable if it used the old files.

The temperature fields in the model were revised to allow a more correct verti__:_l

temperature structure to be included. This for the first time has permitted the tllodcl t_,

calculate accurate storm-time temperatures.

Extensive comparisons were made between the storm versions of the m_)del and d:tt:t

from the DE and AE satellites. The results are presented in the Technical report. Bec:tu,,_,

of these comparisons corrections have been made to the VSH model, These change,, :_rc

included in the delivered model.
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Task Report on tasks 4, 5, and 6.

Nine tasks were listed in the three year period of this grant. It is the second three ol

these tasks that are of relevance here. These tasks are:

4) Further checks will made to assess the importance of the Y component r)t the

Interplanetar)' Magnetic Fieht on the neutral winds, temperatures, composition am/

densities. A final decision will be made as to whether the gains made m terms tfaccuracy

are more important than the losses due to reduced etficiency.

5) The importance _ variations of the Y component of the IMF during storms will/_'

assessed. Changes in the Y component during these times are likely to be more impornlHt

than changes during quiet geomagnetic times, so this separate stmtv is necessary.

6) 1/ needed, the ep)'_'cts 0/' the Y-component if the IMF on the neutral thermosl_hCrc

during geomagnetic storms will be included in the VSH model.

During the Pl's visit to Marshall in November the Technical Officer iJeff Anderson_

stated during discussions that the work relating to IMF effects in the VSH model were m_t

of great interest to the Scientific and Technical Staff at Marshall because their main

problems involved the prediction of thermospheric effects on satellite's in love inclinatio_

orbit. Instead the Technical Officer (Jeff Anderson) stated that the Staff at Mar_halt

would be interested in a system of quick checks to be able to see what the historical

densities were at a particular site that a satellite might travel through. He indicated thai

the Pl should decrease the scope of tasks 4 through 6 without indicating how this wa_ t_

be done. In addition the limitation of funds (only the first half of the second year's tund,

were ever allocated) prevented the employment of more staff to carry out the _v_wk.

Despite this work was completed on tasks 4 through 6. It was found that the [MF e(lect.
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oncompositionandneutraldensitieswerenotof sufficientimportance(being restrictedt_

high latitudes)to the missionof Marshallto be includedin the model.The mainreason',

for not including theseeffectsare: they are relatively unimportant Iseethe technical

report):andthatafar greatercomputeroverheadwould resultfrom their inclusion.
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PREFACE

This manual is divided into tour sections. Part [ provides an overview of the capabilities or VSH
This part is oriented towards all users of VSH and provides the minimum information needed b_ an end
user. Part II details how a FORTRAN program would be written to access the VSH routines. It include-,
examples of main programs. Part IlI is a technical description of the underlying atmospheric physics and
mathematical equations used in the VSH model. It is most useful for space scientists and others _ho :uc

interested in the underlying science that went into the development of the VSH model. The final section _,
directed towards a systems analyst or systems administrator. It provides information on storage, run-time
requirements, and installation.


